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Abstract: We suggest a full specified formal language, the Access Definition and Query Language (ADQL). It has been designed to define access control models, facts, policies, and queries. ADQL, therefore, has the features of a meta language: It can be configured to act like known access control models e.g. as Bell-LaPadula, RBAC and its extensions and applications (e.g. SAP R/3), but also it can implement new models. Because of this, ADQL is highly flexible. Nevertheless, ADQL is not only a meta-language, but also allows to define facts, policies and queries. It has been implemented as a software service. It can be used as external authorization component for other applications and services. Through its flexibility many access control models can be supported.

1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Since the inception of the first time-sharing and multi-process operating systems, a large variety of access control mechanisms has been designed and implemented. When we look at the current landscape of access control mechanisms, we have the impression, that there are three major directions of development:

First, extremely flexible mechanisms with as many ways to formulate, check, and monitor access policies as possible, e.g. XACML (Rissanen, 2010) which has been discussed in the literature of the last years extensively (cf. (Gupta and Bhide, 2005; Crampton and Huth, 2010)). The drawback of such solutions usually is that the rule sets of a system can become intransparent very fast (e.g. (Li et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2009)).

Second, simpler models inspired by easily understandable concepts like the role-based access control (RBAC). Many applications and services in the internet make use of such generic RBAC-based models. E.g. Oracle DBMS (Notargiacomo, 1996), SAP (AG, 2008), Amazon Web Services1, Drupal2, the accelerator control for CERN (Geysin et al., 2007).

The drawback of these solutions is that the underlying concept of access control, the method or model, is always hard coded and can only be extended with large efforts later.

Third, support for freely recombining internet services in a privacy-aware and scalable manner requires the flexibility to adapt access control mechanisms to service interfaces, process and organization structures and collaboration styles. Factoring out access control mechanisms from internet services, considerably simplifies service design and implementation (e.g. (Yuan and Tong, 2005)).

Our hypothesis is that because the powerful mechanisms tend to be very complex and are often not understood by software engineers, administrators, and users, the simple mechanisms are reused over and over again. We see a huge gap between what really is used when it comes to software development and what is available. This gap is mainly caused by the complexity of the powerful mechanisms.

The unification of access control models through a meta-model has been researched by Barker (Barker, 2009). He demonstrated that such a meta-model can be defined and can represent multiple access controls as derived special cases. ADQL’s approach aims in the same direction.

Samarati and Vimercati provide a comprehensive and well written overview on access control models, mechanisms, and principles (Samarati and Vimercati, 2001).

Crampton and Huth (Crampton and Huth, 2010) suggest a XACML-like policy language which is syntactically simpler than XACML, but not less expressive. In XACML (sub-) policies may not be resolv-
The design of ADQL is structured in five layers depicted in figure 1.

The access rights layer is a complete enumeration of all atomic conditions. Atomic is defined in the sense that no further elements of sets can be substituted to decide if access can be granted or not. The access rights layer corresponds to the Harrison, Ruzzo, and Ullman’s (HRU) access matrix model (Harrison et al., 1976).

Access rights can not be managed practically in such an atomic way: A combinatoric explosion occurs. The policy layer defines access conditions on a more general level. Complex policies with conditions beyond the typical triple (principal, permission, object) can be defined.

The facts layer describes the facts which are applied on the policies to calculate the atomic access rights. The policy “Ann may access any file” implies, that we have to know which files actually are meant (by an enumeration of the entities which are files currently present in the system) and what access means (e.g. read, write, delete, ...).

In the model layer of the concepts of the access control model are described. In contrast to the facts layer, where existing entities and relationships are defined, the model layer says, what entity types and relationships between them are generally possible. E.g. concepts like “users”, “permissions”, “files”, “file owners”, and “days in a week” are defined. The policy and fact layers are heavily dependent on the model layer: Every concept used in these layers must have been introduced (and well defined) in the model layer.

The final layer of ADQL is the meta model of ADQL which describes the basic language elements of ADQL itself.

3 CONCEPTS OF ADQL

ADQL relies on a small amount of concepts. We define an entity as any “object in reality” modeled in the system.

Containers correspond to sets of entities. Containers can be used to form hierarchies (e.g. trees) or even networks (e.g. circles, graphs). It can be decided if an entity belongs to a container (hierarchy) or not. A container can be flattened or decomposed. The decomposition is a transformation of a hierarchical or linked container structure to a flat container. The decomposed container includes all entities being part of any level/container of the container structure.

An n-ary ADQL relations is define on the Cartesian product of n containers. It allows to link entities belonging to the underlying containers through the relation. ADQL relations can be reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

ADQL supports projections. In an ADQL projection n−1 elements of a n-ary relation are fixed, the result is a container of all entities belonging to the pivot container which are part of the relation. Example: Let (file1, Alice) be a tuple of the relation owner. Then projowner(..., Alice) is the projection of the relation owner with the fixed entity Alice. The result is file1. As a specialty in ADQL, projections always have to have exactly one target element, the projection target, and accordingly n−1 fixed tuple elements.

ADQL variables are always related to a specific container or container hierarchy. A variable can be bound to one or more container entities. Variables are denoted by the containers symbol enclosed in square brackets. [user] is the variable corresponding to the user.
container "user". Please note, that this definition is no limitation of generality: In case two different variables are necessary for a single container, it is sufficient to define a second container including the the first and vice versa.

An ADQL scope is a collection of different variable bindings. E.g. \( ([user] = \text{Alice}, [file] = \{f1, f2\}) \) is a scope of two variable bindings. The variable "user" is bound to "Alice" while "file" is bound to "f1" and "f2". A variable binding is only valid, if the bound entity belongs to the container of the variable. A scope is only valid, if all variables bindings are valid.

Tests are defined in ADQL as 2-argument logical operations supporting flexible logical operators evaluating to true or false.

Finally, policies are sets of tests. Logically a policy becomes true, if all tests are true. We immediately see, that a policy is a logical AND expression of its tests. ADQL expresses its policies in conjunctive normal form.

4 LANGUAGE INTRODUCTION

ADQL's syntax is divided into four major parts: creation statements, deletion statements, query statements, and access check statements. We will not describe deletion statements further in this section, but focus on creation statements. Nevertheless, consistency restrictions apply, so that entities can only be deleted, if they are not used in another term of ADQL. Query statements exist to provide information about the current model, facts and policies. With these statements the current definitions of the layers can be retrieved in order to manage model, facts and policies. We will also omit them here.

Creation Statements. We provide examples:

CREATE CONTAINERS users, permissions, files;
CREATE ENTITIES \{Ann, Jim, Liz, read, write, f1\};
CREATE ASSIGNMENTS users: \{Ann, Jim, Liz\}, permissions: \{read, write\}, files: \{f1\};

The first statement creates three entities of the type container. This creation statement belongs to the model layer: We define, what types of entities may be defined subsequently; e.g. users, permissions, files.

The second statement creates 6 entities with so far no assignment to a container.

The third statement assigns Ann, Jim, and Liz to the container "users". The entities read and write "are" permissions, the entity "f1" is a file. These definitions belong to the facts layer. While the model layer defines that concepts like "users", "permissions" and "files" do exist, it is defined on the facts layer, that "Ann" is an entity of the concept "users".

ADQL supports container hierarchies: It is possible to assign entities in two ways, directly or indirectly. If assigned directly, only the entity itself is assigned. If assigned indirectly not the entity itself is assigned but its value, the "entity as a container".

CREATE CONTAINERS usersA: \{Ann, Jim\}, usersB: \{Liz\};
CREATE CONTAINERS alluser: \{(usersA), (usersB)\}, usersets: \{usersA, usersB\};

The container alluser consists of two indirect assignments (note the round brackets). If resolved in depth the container alluser resolves to \{Ann, Jim, Liz\}. The container usersets resolves to \{usersA, usersB\}.

CREATE RELATIONS owner(files, users);
CREATE LINKS ON owner:
\{(f1, Ann), (f1, Jim)\};

The 2-ary relation named "owner" is defined on the container "files" and "users". The first element of any tuple of the relation "owner" has to be from the container "files", the second from the container "users". We define one or more owners for files. Actually, we define a n:m-relationship allowing that a user is the owner of several (or no) files and the files are owned by several (or no) users. Formally, the relation owner defines possible 2-tuples in the form \((m, n)\) with \(m \in files, n \in users\). The creation of the concept "owner" belongs to the model layer: It is defined there that such a concept as an owner exists. It does not say, who is the owner of which file.

The latter is defined by the second statement: "f1" is owned by "Ann" and "Jim". This statement belongs to the facts base.

CREATE RELATIONS proxy(users, users):
\{(Ann, Jim)\};

Our last example is a relation defined on users \(\times\) users. It says, that Ann is a proxy of Jim.

Let us now focus on the policy layer.

CREATE TESTS user_is_Ann:
\{(users), (Ann), theta\};

A test is a boolean function. The definition of a test has three arguments, the first two are mandatory. The first two are expressions which are evaluated to a container. "users" (without any brackets) is a valid container name, which is evaluated to all entities within the container "users". "\{users\}" is a fixed
container, namely the entity users itself. This term does not evaluate any further. "[users]" is a reference to the variable defined upon the container users. The variable can be bound to any entity belonging to the underlying container. A variable can be bound in the context of a scope. Semantically, "[users]" can be interpreted as "the current user, when a decision is made to grant or deny access".

The above test definition compares the current binding of the variable "[users]" with the fixed container including entity "Ann". As the third operator of a test θ is used as operator by default.

We define θ as a boolean function. Let C_1 and C_2 be containers, θ : C_1 × C_2 → \{true, false\}

\[ C_1 \theta C_2 = \begin{cases} 
true, & \text{if } C_1 \cap C_2 \neq 0 \\
false, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]

The operator θ is a 2-ary boolean operator. It returns true if both containers have in common at least one entity.

We see, the above test compares the current binding of the variable "[users]" with the fixed container including Ann, if they have in common at least one element. It is clear that this can be only the case if "[users]" includes Ann. In other words: "Does the container of the current user have at least one element in common with Ann?" Is the current user Ann?

CREATE TESTS user_is_owner: ([users], owner( [files] .. ), theta);
CREATE TESTS user_proxy: (proxy( [users] .. ), owner( [files] .. ));

The first argument of the test "user_is_owner" is the current user. The second argument is a projection: The relation "owner" is projected towards its second argument. The relation "owner" has been defined by the Cartesian product of the containers files × users. The point ".." marks the target container of the projection while all other arguments have to be fixed entities (we refer to section 3). The container "files" is bound by the variable "[files]". Within a context – see later – a variable is always bound to certain entities. The result of this projection are all users who are linked to the current file (expressed by the variable file) by the relation owner. In other words, the relation returns all owners of the current file. The third argument is theta again. The test "user_is_owner" compares the current user with the owners of the current file. It returns true, if there is at least one match. In other words, the test checks whether the current user owns the current file.

The test "user_proxy" becomes true, if the current user is the proxy of the file owner. These tests can be used to allow the proxy of a user the same access rights as the file owner.

Let us come to policies. ADQL represents policies as sets (containers) of tests, subsequently applying the same syntax. Logically, a policy is an AND-combinations of all its tests. As each test can be evaluated true or false within a context, the same is true for a policy. It evaluates true if all tests evaluate true, it becomes false if at least one test becomes false.

CREATE POLICY proxy_can_write: {user_proxy, ([permissions], [write])}:

The above policy becomes true if (1) the test user_proxy evaluates true, which is the case, if the current user is a proxy of the file owner. (2) the requested permission is write. The latter test is defined on-the-fly within the policy. In other words, write access is granted for the proxy of a file owner.

Let P_1, P_2, ..., P_n all policies currently defined. Let P be the set of all policies. P is then the policy set.

Access Check Statements. Access statements are used to check whether access is granted or not. Access checks are performed on P, thus on all policies currently defined. If one policy is found allowing access, access is granted. If no policy returns true, access is denied.

Access checks need to be evaluated in the context of a scope. Within a scope, variables can be bound to fixed containers.

CHECK ACCESS: {[users]={Ann}, [permissions]={read}, [files]={f1}};

The latter part within the curly brackets is the scope definition: The variable users is bound to the fixed single-element container holding the entity Ann. "[users]" is bound to Ann, "[permissions]" to read and "[files]" to f1. We assume, that all bindings are valid.

The inference engine checks if an access condition can be found, which evaluates to true. In our example there is only one policy "proxy_can_write". It consists of two tests. Both have to evaluate to true to allow access.

The BNF of ADQL and further details can be found on the project’s homepage: http://iism.kit.edu/en/ref/adql.

5 EXAMPLE USE CASES OF ADQL

To show the flexibility of ADQL we provide some examples of standard access control models (Bell-LaPadula, SAP/R3) and how they are modeled in ADQL. We show the expressive power of ADQL with a third example related to an extended RBAC model.
5.1 Bell-LaPadula

The Bell and LaPadula model (Bell and LaPadula, 1975; McLean, 1988) assigns to principals (users) so-called security levels. The same happens to objects. A user may read (access) objects only, if his clearance level (his security level) is not smaller than the security level of the accessed object. This is called the read-down principle. On the other hand, a principal can write objects only, when assigning them a clearance level not smaller than his own security level. This rule is called write-up policy and prevents the leaking of confidential information.

CREATE CONTAINERS principals, objects, permissions, seclevs;
CREATE ENTITIES permissions:
{read, write};
CREATE RELATION
plevel(principals, seclevs),
olevel(objects, seclevs);
CREATE POLICY read-down:
{(plevel(principals),),
olevel(objects), >=},
(permissions, {read});
CREATE POLICY write-up:
{(plevel(principals),),
olevel(objects), <=max),
(permissions, {write});

The first command creates containers for “principals”, “objects”, “permissions”, and “security levels”. The principals will hold all entities representing users, the objects all protectable objects. The second command assumes two possible permissions, “read” and “write”. The third and fourth command say that security levels can be assigned to “principals” (“plevel”) and “objects” (“olevel”). We introduce two policies: First, we allow read down, that is, if the principals’ security level is larger or equal than the object’s security level and the requested permission is read, access is granted. Second, the write down permission is defined in a similar manner.

We did not yet provide a definition for the operators <= and >=. Let C1 ∈ C be a decomposed ADQL container with entities c1,...,cn, C being the set of all containers. Let \( R_\omega = R \cup \{-\infty, +\infty\} \) with \( R \) being all real numbers in the usual way. It holds \( \forall k \in R_\omega \) : \( k > -\infty \) and \( k < +\infty \).

Let \( \max : C \rightarrow R_\omega \)

\[ \max(C_1) = \begin{cases} -\infty, & \text{if } C_1 = \{\} \text{ or } \forall c_1 \notin R, \\ c_i, & \text{if } \forall c_1, c_j \in R \text{ and } \forall j : c_i \geq c_j \end{cases} \]

The \( \max \) functions selects the entity with the maximal value of a container. If no or no entity as a real number is present, \( \max \) returns \(-\infty\). A \( \min \) function is defined accordingly.

5.2 SAP R/3

Our second example is SAP’s R/3 system. The R/3 system\(^3\) is an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system which is widely used by companies. The design of SAP R/3’s access control architecture is depicted in figure 2. We refer to (AG, 2008).

![Figure 2: Structure of the SAP R/3 access control model](http://www.sap.com/solutions/business-suite/erp/index.epx)

The related ADQL model is defined by the following commands:

CREATE CONTAINERS authfields, authobjects, roles, users;
CREATE RELATIONS
objfield(authobjects, authfields),
role_obj(roles, authobjects),
user_role(users, roles);
CREATE POLICY access:
{([authfields],
objfield(role_obj(user_role([users]))))};

We immediately see, that SAP R/3 requires only a single policy. Containers are created for all entities of the access control model, thus “authfields”, “authobjects”, “roles”, and “users”. The following commands link the container entities by relations and model the n:m relationships. Then, only a single access condition is required: If the required authfield value is available in the user’s roles, which consists of authobjects, that consist of authfields, access is granted.

\(^3\)http://www.sap.com/solutions/business-suite/erp/index.epx
SAP R/3 transaction – a transaction is a program in R/3 – has to check the access rights for all its necessary authorization fields. Please note the nested projections.

5.3 e-Science for Students’ Thesis

Our next example shows the access control model for an e-Science environment which supports students in writing their Bachelor or Master Thesis. Universities organize the writing of a Bachelor or Master Thesis as a joint university-company project under the joint supervision of a professor, the professor’s assistants and company employees. A project usually lasts 3 months. After a project’s official end the state of the project (and all related documents) should be frozen. After a grace period of normally additional four weeks non-university members lose access to all project resources. For competitive reasons, project related documents should only be accessible to project-related members, and only project members may upload project documents. On the other hand, some of the company documents are restricted to company members and the student. With regard to his own documents, the student initially keeps his documents private. However, as the project progresses, he makes documents accessible either to all project members or to university or company members. In any case, the owner of a document can always read it and change the document’s visibility.

The Model Layer. In figure 3 we define several containers to group the users: university staff, students, and company employees.

![Diagram of the model layer for the e-Science scenario](image)

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the model layer for the e-Science scenario. Containers are depicted as ellipses, relations as lines. “pj” is an abbreviation for project.

Further, we need a container for projects, documents, and permissions. To model the end date and the grace period we need a time container and two relations. The grace time could also be expressed by adding four weeks to the project end date. Nevertheless, we model it explicitly which allows grace times to vary. As every document has an owner, we define such a relation. Because a user may have a role dependent on the project, we model a project role as 3-tuple. This allows us to assign users in different roles for each project. Alternatively, one could identify the role of a user in a project by the user’s group membership, which would then be fixed for all projects. Documents can be visible to students, university staff, the company or the author only. We model a document group for this reason.

CREATE CONTAINERS users, univ_staff, students, company_employees;
CREATE CONTAINERS pjs, time, docs;
CREATE CONTAINERS permissions: {read, upload, changedocgrp};
CREATE CONTAINERS roles: {univ_staff, students, company_employees};
CREATE RELATIONS pjend (pjs, time),
gracetime (pjs, time),
owner(docs, users),
docgroup (docs, roles),
pjrole (users, pj, roles);
CREATE ASSIGNMENTS users: {
{univ_staff},
{students},
{company_employees}};

All commands are self-explanatory, but the last: The container users gets assigned univ_staff, students and company_employees indirectly. When evaluating the entities in “users” all entities of the three sub-containers are returned.

The Policy Layer. We define the tests and policies.

CREATE TESTS perm_read:
{permissions}.{read};
CREATE TESTS ingrace:
{time}, gracetime({pj}), <);
CREATE POLICY’ read_if_pjrole:
{perm_read, ingrace}:
(pjrole ({users}, {pj}),
docgroup ({docs}, theta)};

The policy permits access, if (1) the current variable binding of permission has a non-empty intersection with {read}, in other words, the requested permission is read, (2) the current variable binding for time is less than the value of the relation gracetime, projected by the current project: gracetime({pjs},) is resolved to the assigned grace period(s) of the current project. (3) the assigned project role of the current project and user matches the document group of the current document. pjrole({users}, {pjs},) is the
projection of the relation pjrole by the current project and user to the assigned roles. docgroup([docs],..) is the projection of the relation docgroup by the current document to the assigned role(s).

CREATE TESTS perm_up:
(`permissions`, [upload]);
CREATE POLICY upload:
(`perm_up`, (`time`, `enddate`([pjrole], ..), `<`).
(`pjrole`([users], [pjrole]..), roles));

Uploads are permitted, if (1) the requested permission is upload, (2) the project has not been finished, (3) the user in the project has at least one role. More in detail: If the projection of the relation pjrole by the current project and user (which is resolved to all roles the users has in the project), matches any element in the set role. Please note the missing square brackets with the expression role.

CREATE POLICY univGraceTime:
(`perm_up`, `ingrace`, (`pjrole`([users], [pjrole]..), (`univ_staff`), `theta`));

The above access condition allows uploads within the grace period if the project role of the user is university staff.

CREATE POLICY owner_assign:
(`perm_up`, (`changedocgrp`, `read`)),
(`ingrace`, (`owner`([docs]..), [users]));

The last access conditions allows to change the visibility for the owner of a file as long as the project is in its grace period.

Some Example Facts for the Facts Layer. We provide some sample facts to be able to check access requests. There is one professor called Herb who has assistants Tom and Ulrick. The students Mark and Ann do their Bachelor thesis with Tom, respectively, Ulrick as their supervisors. Mark writes his thesis with the EM AG, where Jim is her boss. Ann cooperates with the EM AG, where Jim is her boss. Mark creates two documents A and B. The first one is a working document and, therefore, private. The B document is visible for his complete project. Ann has uploaded one document C which shall be visible to her and the company only.

CREATE ENTITIES
`univ_staff`: {Herb, Tom, Ulrick},
`students`: {Mark, Ann},
`company_employees`: {Ben, Jim},
`pjs`: {CRM1, EM1};
CREATE LINKS pjrole:
(`Mark`, `CRM1, students`),
(`Ben`, `CRM1, company_employees`),
(`Tom`, `CRM1, univ_staff`),
(`Ann`, `EM1, students`),
(`Ulrick`, `EM1, univ_staff`),
(`Jim`, `EM1, company_employees`);
CREATE ENTITIES docs: {A, B, C};
CREATE LINKS
owner: {(A, Mark), (B, Mark), (C, Ann)},
docgroup: {(B, students), (B, univ_staff),
(C, company_employees)};

Check Access Requests. With the above model, policies, and facts a check access requests can be performed:

CHECK ACCESS:
(`users`={Tom}, `pjjs`={CRM1},
`docs`={B}, `permissions`={read},
`time`={1300700213});

With this access request Tom is asking for document B by read access in the context of project CRM1 on the given date. We assume that this date is before the project's official end.

We evaluate the policy `read pjrole`. The test `perm_read` is true, `ingrace` is true. `pjrole([users],[pjjs])` evolves to `pjrole([Tom],[CRM1])`. The expression `docgroup([pjjs])` is `docgroup([B])` = `company_employees` company_employees` and `θ`-operator evaluates to true.

As all tests of the access condition are true, access is granted. Further access conditions need not to be checked.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we suggested a formal language called Access Definition and Query Language. ADQL is located on the meta-model of an access control model. It allows to configure the model to behave like well-known access control models. We have shown this for Bell-LaPadula, SAP R/3, and an example of an extended RBAC-like model for e-science.

The model layer of ADQL distinguishes ADQL from other access control mechanisms: It provides the capability of freely defining the entities and their relations used by the access control mechanisms. We designed and implemented ADQL as a software service which allows to be used as external component for software engineers.

ADQL has been implemented as software service using Java v1.6. It can be managed by an ADQL web interface allowing to communicate with the ADQL
The ADQL core can currently be accessed by REST, SOAP, OSGi, Thrift, string literal IP interface, and a serialized objects IP interface. The network server layer sends all commands received to the parser. From there, the API layer is called. The API layer communicates with the ADQL core layer, where the logic and internal processes are done. Persistence is realized by standard relational database components. We currently use Hibernate, Hibernate Cache and Postgresql. Further details about ADQL can be found at http://iism.kit.edu/em/ref/adql. Our future work will focus on extensions for ADQL and its exploitation.
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